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e. n. sokolov's neural model of stimuli as neuro ... - e. n. sokolov's neural model of stimuli as neurocybernetic approach to anticipatory perception dobilas kirvelis, vygandas vanagas vilnius university, vilnius,
lithuania dobilas@kirvelis,vygandasnagas@gmail abstract. we present the original ideas of e. n. sokolov on
the“neural model of stimuli”, the functional organization of orienting reflex, formation of neural memory,
neural ... 15. e.n. sokolov, perception and the conditioned reflex ... - 15. e.n. sokolov, perception and
the conditioned reflex [in russian], moscow university press, moscow (1958). 16. a. ya. supin, "some
mechanisms of pacemaker activity in the cerebral cortex," abstracts of low levels of stimulus intensity
upon the orienting ... - in his book perception and the conditioned reflex (1963), sokolov reports that for low
stimulus intensity levels, the strength of the orienting response (or) is the whereis it? autoshaping
theorienting response gyorgy - journal of the experimental analysis of behavior the"whereis it?" reflex:
autoshaping theorienting response gyorgy buzsaki university medical school, pics, hungary redalyc.
editorial: a tribute to yevgeniy nikolaievich ... - and h. lyytinen, 2002), perception and the conditioned
reflex: a new look (2003) and sketches of the psychophysiology of consciousness (2008). in 1995, through the
initiative of sokolov, the center for research of magnetic resonance h and p c - s-f-walker - • however, the
methodology of habituation can also be applied to perception in normal human subjects, and is particularly
useful in studies of perceptual development in human preverbal infants (sokolov, 1963; maurer and maurer,
1988, olson, 1976, kellman and spelke, 1983, editorial: a tribute to yevgeniy nikolaievich sokolov ... were summarized in a classic book, perception and the conditioned reflex(1958), which had great international
impact and was published in the usa, the uk, japan, argentina, and mexico. sokolov taught a probabilistic
model of perception - tandfonline - perception e. n. sokolov a probabilistic model of perception* the
development of electronic computers has made it possible to transfer to them a number of orienting
responses, habituation and what the edor test ... - sokolov and his group, including professor olga
vinogradova, studied these responses from the 1950s and onwards. when an event is repeated, a memory
model of the event begins to interoceptive conditioning: an attempt at replication - interoceptive
conditioning: an attempt at replication 1 an attempt was made to replicate okhnyanskaya's (1953) experiment
in which she conditioned a respiratory vasomotor a paradoxical conditioning effect in the human pupil in his recent book perception and the conditioned re- flex sokolov (13) proposes to explain the habituation or
weakening of the contraction to light through the influence of newly formed conditioned re- authors fr:
sokolov, d.a. to: sokolov, l.b. - cia - title: authors fr: sokolov, d.a. to: sokolov, l.b. subject: authors fr:
sokolov, d.a. to: sokolov, l.b. keywords: b7 -t) d. k. kbea6mzma., rz83sia-1j., parj~ t ... anomalous
communication: the transmission of subjective ... - anomalous communication: the transmission of
subjective significance discussion 1. the project provides no evidence of a transfer of subjective significance
between two spatially
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